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EXISTING PLANS AND PLANNED PROJECTS
ACHD Plans
ACHD Integrated Five-year Work Plan – 2021-2025
The Fiscal Year 2021 – 2025 Integrated Five-Year Work Plan (IFYWP) is the mechanism in
which maintenance and capital projects are programmed.
https://www.achdidaho.org/Departments/PlansProjects/IFYWP.aspx
PROJECTS IDENTIFIED IN THE SOUTH MERIDIAN PLANNING AREA:

• Amity Rd / Locust Grove Rd: Install an interim traffic signal.
• Arterial & Collector Capital Maintenance, HB312 Project: Pavement rehabilitation and
pedestrian ramps on identified arterial and collector roads as part of ACHD’s
Pavement Management Program.

• Eagle Rd, Lake Hazel Rd / Amity Rd: Widen Eagle Rd to 5 lanes with curb, gutter,
sidewalk and Level 3 bike facility from Lake Hazel Rd to Amity Rd as per the 2020 CIP
and Bike Master Plan. Includes roundabout at Eagle Rd and Taconic Dr.

• Lake Hazel Rd / Eagle Rd: Widen and signalize intersection to 3-lanes (west leg) / 4lanes (east leg) on Lake Hazel Rd and 4-lanes (south leg) / 5-lanes (north leg) on Eagle
Rd as per the 2020 CIP.

• Lake Hazel Rd, Eagle Rd / Cloverdale Rd: Widen Lake Hazel Rd to 5 lanes with curb,
gutter and a Level 3 bike facility as per the 2020 CIP and Bike Master Plan.

• Linder Rd, Overland Rd / Franklin Rd: Widen Linder Rd to 5 lanes with curb, gutter,
sidewalk and Level 3 bike facility as per the 2020 CIP and Master Bike Plan. Project
includes a new 4-lane I-84 overpass. Joint project between ACHD and ITD.

• Locust Grove Rd, Victory Rd / Overland Rd: Widen Locust Grove Rd to 5 lanes with
curb, gutter, sidewalk and a Level 2 bike facility as per the 2020 CIP. Includes
enhanced crossing at Time Zone Dr and bridge #2087.

• Locust Grove Rd and Palermo Dr Pedestrian Crossing: Installed enhanced pedestrian
crossing (pedestrian hybrid beacon) at Locust Grove Rd and Palermo Dr.

• Maintenance Crack Seal (2025), HB312 Project: Seal cracks in arterial and collector
roadways in Preventative Maintenance Zone 2 as part of ACHD’s Pavement
Management Program.

• Overland Rd / Eagle Rd: Widen intersection to 7-lanes on Eagle Rd and 9-lanes on
Overland Rd as per the 2020 CIP. Project to be done in coordination with Idaho
Transportation Department.
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• Ten Mile Rd / Lake Hazel Rd: Widen and signalize intersection to 3-lanes (south leg)/4lanes (north leg) on Lake Hazel Rd and 3-lanes (west leg)/4-lanes (east leg) on Ten
Mile Rd as per the 2020 CIP.

• Ten Mile Rd / Victory Rd: Widen or add roundabout to intersection as per the 2020
CIP. Traffic analysis should determine the ultimate lane configuration based on
growth above projections in the area. Project includes the reconstruction of bridge
#1181.

• Ten Mile Rd, Victory Rd / Overland Rd: Widen Ten Mile Rd to 5 lanes with curb, gutter,
sidewalk and a Level 3 bike facility as per the 2020 CIP and the Bike Master Plan.

• Victory Rd / Locust Grove Rd: Construct a multi-lane roundabout at Victory Rd and
Locust Grove Rd as per the 2020 CIP. Includes replacement/widening of bridge #2116
over the Tenmile Creek on Victory Rd.

• Victory Rd, Eagle Rd / Cloverdale Rd: Widen Victory Rd to 5 lanes with curb, gutter,
sidewalk, and a Level 3 bike facility as per the 2020 CIP and the Bike Master Plan.

• Victory Rd, Locust Grove Rd / Eagle Rd: Widen Victory Rd to 3 lanes with curb, gutter,
sidewalk and a Level 3 bike facility as per the 2020 CIP and Bike Master Plan.

• Victory Rd, SH 69 (Meridian Rd) / Locust Grove Rd: Widen Victory Rd to 3 lanes with
curb, gutter, sidewalk and Level 3 bike facility as per the 2020 CIP and Bike Master
Plan.

Roadways to Bikeways Plan (2018 Addendum)
ACHD updated elements of the 2009 Roadways to Bikeways Plan. Since
this plan was completed, ACHD and its partner agencies have adopted
several plans, including eight neighborhood-level bicycle and
pedestrian plans, and policy documents that affect bicycle planning
and design throughout Ada County. Refer to ACHD - Roadway to
Bikeway Plan (2018 Addendum) to see bikeways planned in the South
Meridian Bike and Pedestrian Boundary.
https://www.achdidaho.org/Documents/Projects/RtB%20
Adoption%20Draft.pdf
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City of Meridian Plans
City of Meridian Comprehensive Plan (2019)
The City of Meridian Comprehensive Plan outlines the long-term
vision for the city as well as the goals and policies implemented
to guide future actions of the community. The Plan details
projects being considered and implemented to address current
and future growth. This includes delegating land use, updating
and maintaining bike, road and pathways, and signage.

City of Meridian Pathway Master Plan (2010)
The City of Meridian's goal is to develop and maintain a high-quality
pathway system where it is pleasant to live, work and play. Refer to Chapter
4 of Meridian's Pathway Master Plan to see pathways planned in the South
Meridian Bike and Pedestrian Boundary.
https://meridiancity.org/parks/pathways#:~:text=Meridian%20Pathways%20Master%20Plan%3A
&text=The%20Plan%20includes%20an%20inventory,various%20recreational%20and%20entertai
nment%20destinations.

Regional Plans
Communities in Motion 2.0 (CIM) 2040
The Community Planning Association of Southwest Idaho (COMPASS)
developed Communities in Motion 2040 (CIM 2040), the regional
long-range transportation plan for Ada and Canyon Counties.
PROJECTS IDENTIFIED IN THE SOUTH MERIDIAN PLANNING AREA:

• New extension of Overland Rd from Ten Mile Rd to McDermott Rd
with new intersection at Black Cat Rd.

• Widen Victory Rd from two lanes to three lanes, from Black Cat Rd
and ending to Cloverdale Rd.

• Widen Lake Hazel Rd from two lanes to five lanes, from Meridian Rd to Cloverdale
Rd.

• Replace / Modify signal and widen ACHD approaches at Overland Rd and Black Cat
Rd, Linder Rd, Locust Grove Rd; Victory Rd and Eagle Rd; Amity Rd and Black Cat Rd,
Meridian Rd; Lake Hazel Rd and Ten Mile Rd, Eagle Rd intersections.

• Add single lane roundabout at Lake Hazel Rd and McDermott Rd, Black Cat Rd,
Linder Rd, Meridian Rd, Locust Grove Rd intersections.
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ValleyConnect 2.0
ValleyConnect 2.0 is Valley Regional Transit’s response to the region’s
travel needs. It is a blueprint for service and capital projects aimed at
lowering the cost of urban transportation and providing the freedom
to move without every trip requiring a private automobile.
PROJECTS IDENTIFIED IN THE SOUTH MERIDIAN PLANNING AREA:
•

East / West Routes are available along Overland Rd with stops on
north and south sides of roadway including Ten Mile Rd, Black
Marlin Rd, Locust Grove Rd, and Silverstone Rd

Other Projects to Consider
Idaho Transportation Department Plans/Projects
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) – 2021-2027
•

KN 22699 – SH-69, Kuna to Meridian
o Sealcoat the pavement surface rom mileposts 1.4 to 9.2 to improve
ride quality and extend pavement lifespan. Scheduled for 2027.

Other Plans Reviewed
ACHD Kuna Neighborhood Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan
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Figure 2-3. Bicycle Network
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Figure 2-4. Pedestrian Network
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Figure 2-5. Pathway Network
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Figure 3-1. Bicycle and Pedestrian Crashes, Traffic Barriers and Volumes (AADT)
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Figure 3-2. Citizen Comments from Online Survey with Commenting Map
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Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan
The Ada County Highway District (ACHD) engaged
the public to gather feedback on future bicycle
and pedestrian projects within the South Meridian
planning area. ACHD uses public input to identify,
prioritize, and fund improvements to walking
and biking facilities that will benefit residents and
visitors to the area.

Outreach Activities

ACHD used a variety of outreach activities to gather
feedback from the community, including the
following:
•

School outreach via an online survey

•

An interactive commenting map and
online survey to identify issues at specific
locations in the study area

•

An online Story Map and survey to
prioritize bike, sidewalk, and pedestrian
crossing projects.

•

Due to COVID-19, outreach was conducted
online to protect the health and safety of
the public, stakeholders, and staff.

Public Involvement Summary continued...

School Outreach

In Spring 2021, ACHD worked with the West Ada School District to engage elementary, middle school and high school
students in the study area.
More than 300 students participated in the survey and ACHD received an additional 28 map comments. Most
students who responded were 6th, 7th and 8th grade attending Lake Hazel Middle School.

Lake Hazel
Middle School:
252 responses

Mountain View
High School:
21 responses

Victory
Middle School:
19 responses

A Child’s Choice:
3 responses

Siena
Elementary School:
1 response

Hillsdale
Elementary School:
1 response

How they get to school:

Car: 139

Bus: 120

Bike: 15

Walk: 18

Other: 11

What keeps them from biking and walking in the area:
•
•
•

Too far to walk/bike where I’m going: 142
I’m uncomfortable riding my bike on the street to
where I want to go: 31
There is no sidewalk to where I want to go: 32

•
•
•

I don’t feel safe crossing some of the streets: 32
I don’t have a bike: 23
Other: 108

Comments on that would make it easier to bike/walk in neighborhoods or
near schools:
•
•

“I don’t really have a problem with my
neighborhood, it’s that I live too far to bike or walk”
“If there was a different route to my neighborhood
and the school without being on busy roads”

•
•

“Having sidewalks on every road and street.”
“If there was a stop light to be able to get to school
because the traffic normally never stops.”

Ideas on what would help students walk or bike more often in or around
their neighborhood:
•
•
•

“Good sidewalks”
“Crosswalks at neighborhood exits”
“I would add bike paths and wider sidewalks because
it would be safer for the people walking so they don’t
have a greater chance of being hit by a biker.”

•

“I rarely see anyone around my school riding bikes.
But for the people that do, they would probably
want wider sidewalks”
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Public Involvement Summary continued...

Online Survey with Commenting Map

In March & April 2021, ACHD asked the public to use an online map to indicate where improvements could be made for
walking and biking in the South Meridian area on local streets.
ACHD received a total of 119 comments, 115 pertaining to the study area, and four related to areas outside the study
area. Comments 20, 54, 73 and 78 were not included in the table below for that reason. Some participants commented
multiple times and 31 of the comments made were replies to original comments. This map illustrates the original
comments by location but does not identify replies to comments.
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The following table lists the comments, which are displayed as they were received, with no editing for spelling,
capitalization, or punctuation.

COMMENT COMMENTS
NO.
1

bike paths are needed along Amity between Eagle and 5-mile

1a

I second this comment.
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COMMENT COMMENTS
NO.
1b

The roundabout is not a safe option for bikes or pedestrians. There needs to be bike lanes
and/or at least sidewalks at this intersection and all along Amity

2

There is a small section (approx 100’) of Overland Road that does not currently have a
sidewalk in front of an existing residential house between the 2 apartment complexes. This
forces pedestrians out into the bike lane and would be a small amount of needed sidewalk to
connect the 2 areas.

2a

Yes a sidewalk would be very useful here! ACHD would only have to add a little bit of sidewalk
and should NOT cost that much. Overland road up towards the park and ride area needs
sidewalks connected as well!

2b

Being on the bike lane is dangerous; you could get hit by a car or worse.

3

This section of Meridian Rd could benefit from a sidewalk along the west side of the road that
connects to the sidewalk that ends at the Church and picks back up by Carl’s Jr. This would
help with neighborhood mobility for both pedestrians and bikes.

4

This small section on Victory between the existing developments doesn’t have a continuous
sidewalk that impacts ability to get around on foot.

4a

Yes! I was going to say this. The sidewalk stops right near the crest of the hill, so you put
your life on the line if you try to walk along the street here because cars can’t see you! We
end up crossing where the sidewalk ends on the south side rather than continuing on to the
crosswalk because of this hazard, but it is very scary because there’s not a lot of warning that
cars are coming.

5

Would like a continuous sidewalk along Victory Road from Muir Woods subdivision heading
West towards the Sutherland Farms subdivision (Terri Lane).

6

There are currently no bike lanes or sidewalks from American Fork/Kodiak Dr to Victory. With
the addition of a development at Linder and Victory it would be nice if there was a bike lane
or sidewalk that connected those developments. These would also be helpful once the school
is built at American Fork/Linder in a few years.

7

This intersection is not currently setup to handle pedestrians, but you have pedestrians
coming from the South side of Victory attempting to cross to get to the sidewalk on the NE
side of this intersection. Widening the intersection or adding in some crosswalks would be
very beneficial.

7a

The crosswalk from Thousand Springs to Tuscany has a large curb and gutter at the bottom of
a steep downhill path. Can this be changed to one of those yellow flattened areas?

8

An improved curb cutout would be helpful at the end of the Victory Middle School grounds.
The sidewalk ends and feeds into a wide shoulder, but the transition is not easy on a bike, and
could be problematic on foot. A formal curb cutout and potential curbing to separate traffic
would greatly improve flow.
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COMMENT COMMENTS
NO.
9

I would like to see areas along the bike path for getting across the busy streets, like S Eagle rd,
Victory Rd and a definite path for bike riding that is safe. Traffic along S Eagle rd/ Victory are
traveling and drivers distracted by cell phones it doesn’t feel safe to bike on the roads.

10

The Ten Mile Pathway connects to Calderwood Drive’s sidewalk, but there’s no curb cutout to
allow bicyclists or wheelchair users to go directly between the roadway and the path

11

I understand that this is a state highway, but this is one of the most glaring gaps in pedestrian
infrastructure and discussing bike/ped needs in Meridian would be incomplete without at
least mentioning it. It’s frustrating that there’s no safe pedestrian or bike connection along
Eagle road across I-84. I shouldn’t have to choose between walking at least a mile out of my
way or feeling safe, especially when it’s the most direct route for many people to St. Luke’s.

11a

I agree. There is no safe way for pedestrians to walk or bike Eagle Rd over the freeway. It’s
dangerous and doesn’t make any sense to have sidewalks that aren’t continuous.

11b

100% agree, there needs to be a safer method for connecting to bike and walking routes on
on the other side of the freeway. It would be nice if a pedestrian bridge was built, perhaps in
the area of new commercial development right at Eagle and Overland, or somewhere else
in the area, that would support a safe method for connection across the Interstate without
having to be on one of the overly busy cross streets. Examples can be found in other states or
areas such as Denver.

12

Ten Mile and Amity is getting busier and busier every year! There are a few neighborhoods
here however, if someone would like to go on a bike ride or walk by the Main Street there are
NO bike lanes and NO sidewalks on the roads!! In the neighborhoods, there are sidewalks
however no bike lanes. The neighborhoods on &ldquo;daisy creek street&rdquo; and
&ldquo;nickel creek street&rdquo; have big roads and house however, you are limited to
walking only in these neighborhoods because anywhere else on the main road has no Bike
Lanes or Sidewalks!

12a

Yes! I agree with this person! I live in this neighborhood and there are no bike lanes or
sidewalks on the main road! The neighborhoods is big, but smaller compared to bear creek or
big cbh home development! Also, the City of Meridian and Kuna are building 400 homes in a
zone 4 (4 homes on 1 acre) that is going to be ATTACHED to this neighborhood! Lots of heavy
traffic will be throughout the neighborhood and the new future construction!

12b

Yes! I agree with this person! I live in this neighborhood and there are no bike lanes or
sidewalks on the main road! The neighborhoods is big, but smaller compared to bear creek or
big cbh home development! Also, the City of Meridian and Kuna are building 400 homes in a
zone 4 (4 homes on 1 acre) that is going to be ATTACHED to this neighborhood! Lots of heavy
traffic will be throughout the neighborhood and the new future construction!

12c

I live in this area, and agree with both comments. We really need bike/walking path. Please
plan ahead before new construction begins near us. Thank you
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COMMENT COMMENTS
NO.
12d

We live here as well with lots of children and families in the neighborhoods. Amity is very busy
and cars drive very FAST. It is dangerous at times for kids and people crossing Amity to walk in
the adjoining neighborhood. We need to consider the speed limit on Amity Rd. We also need
more sidewalks and bike paths as this area is growing NOW with new neighborhoods being
built up around us. Bike lanes, parks, sidewalks are much needed in all South Meridian.

13

I’m a walker, and I would like to see a walking route along Amity to Maple Grove. I have given
up walking in many areas along that route and others just because people ignore the safety of
those who bike or walk. The idea of hands free in Idaho is totally ignored. I really have had to
jump out of the way to avoid being hit by un-observant motorists.

14

Need to connect sidewalk over the canal

15

Down overland road, there is a park and ride area right by the intersection of ten mile and
overland. There is a bike lane however there is no sidewalk. There is a sidewalk about a
quarter mile maybe a bit more or less, where there is a sidewalk so if they where connected, it
would make pedestrians safer on their walk.

16

A pedestrian/bike ramp (and maybe stairs) connecting Tasa Drive up to Ten Mile Road would
save about 10 minutes of walking between some of the new apartments being built to the
east of here and the business park across I-84. This would likely also require a signalized
crossing across Overland at either Ridenbaugh Canal or Jersey Way for it to be effective for
people in apartments southeast of Overland too. This could be even more effective with a
corresponding ramp on the other side of the interstate with Navigator Drive

17

I believe there is a roundabout being built here however I definitely encourage the ada county
to consider widening ten mile road to two lanes on each side. As well as amity, victory, and
locust grove should 100% be widened to 2 lanes on each side because of the amount of traffic
and future growth for these areas.

17a

Bike lane should also be added. The roundabout will be making the intersection very
dangerous for bikes, traffic lights would make it much safer.

17b

A roundabout just seems like the worst option, no one knows how to use them here.

17c

Actually, roundabouts are very useful. They keep traffic flowing as to not cause a traffic jam
and plenty of people know how to use them.

17d

Roundabout are very dangerous, nobody use their turning light coming out. They are creating
traffic jams and are very stressful take by bike because cars are flying through not looking for
others.

18

We live in century farm and would love to see some bike paths connecting us with the
community. Eagle/Amity is supposedly bringing a new Albertsons shopping center we would
like to have access by bike and not use a car.
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COMMENT COMMENTS
NO.
19

On any given day I see 5-10 people biking or running down victory or blackcat. With people
going 50 mph it is not safe to

21

Any sort of bike path/sidewalk along Amity between Locust Grove & Meridian Road would be
greatly appreciated. Amity is especially narrow and dangerous, and continues to get worse
with the increasing flow of traffic. Thank you for your consideration.

22

The lack of bridges over the Ridenbaugh Canal here make it so that the walking or biking
distance between two houses across the canal from each other can be up to 1.2 miles, around
25 minutes walking. An additional bridge would definitely ease this, plus allow for better
connection from neighborhoods north of the canal to McPherson Elementary if or when the
field north of the school gets developed.

23

Would like to see paths linking various subdivision communities in this area. Especially along
Eagle Rd and Lake Hazel. Ideally linking to Discovery Park

24

Would like to bike from Tuscany at Eagle and Victory to work at State of Idaho Chinden
campus but there isn’t a bike lane on Victory. There also isn’t a bike lane on the part of
Cloverdale south of Overland. It isn’t safe to ride on Eagle Road to Overland and then down
Cloverdale.

25

The shoulder along victory road is too steep to be used safely for bikers or walkers. Many
people attempt to walk, jog and bike along victory road but without a widened bike lane or
safe shoulder- it is very dangerous. With all the growth in this are I&rsquo;d love to see a safe
way for people/bikes and cars be able to share the road along victory.

26

Would like to see a crosswalk that has the flashing stop light like at the corner of Taconic and
Eagle here for all the pedestrians that go back and forth between Sky Mesa/White Bark and
Tuscany.

26a

I absolutely agree! There is too much traffic and no way to get across right now, even walking
down to locust grove or eagle.

27

Lot of people are using Lake Hazel Road between McDermot and Linder for running, biking
and horseback riding. Lot of cars are flying over the speed limit and there is limited room
to move out of the way. It is a dangerous situation waiting for a fatal accident to happen.
Moreover all the new constructions in the area will bring more people at risk.

27a

Kids are also present on Lake Hazel and take the bus. This is very dangerous with the current
speed limit and the lack of curb and bike lane.

28

Continuous sidewalks and crosswalks are needed at this intersection. Sidewalks and bike
paths are desperately needed along Victory Rd between Meridian Rd and Eagle Rd.

29

This bridge is too narrow for bikes or pedestrians and is a major impediment for a section of
roadway that is almost entirely built out on both sides. People frequently walk outside of the
handrails at the risk of falling into the creek.
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COMMENT COMMENTS
NO.
29a

Agreed, as adults we had to wait several minutes for a sketchy pass on bikes on a early Friday
afternoon. It’s getting progressively harder to cross this bridge.

29b

Agreed. I frequently ride up Locust Grove and wait for traffic to clear to pass over to be safe.

29c

think this one is needed. but i also think we need more sidewalks. because sidewalks are
really important for late night walks or daytime walks. so people don’t get hurt or get hit by a
car. I also think we need more I cross walks. for the same reasons of more side walks.

30

Missing complete bike/ped support for multiple popular destinations including the YMCA,
park, and library.

31

Several significant gaps in what should otherwise be a great bike/ped corridor (the road only
being 3 lanes instead of 5)

32

Bike Lanes on Black Cat would help connect S. Meridian to N. Meridian and help cyclist access
the green belt parks and other existing features

32a

Also less far traffic on Black Cat (No freeway entrances and exit) for cyclists to negotiate

33

Bike and walking access to the park

33a

We need bike trails to ride to Discovery Park safely from Century Farms subdivision. Safe bike
lanes on Eagle at Amity all the way to Lake Hazel and from Locust Grove to Cloverdale

33b

We need bike trails to ride to Discovery Park safely from Century Farms subdivision. Safe bike
lanes on Eagle at Amity all the way to Lake Hazel and from Locust Grove to Cloverdale

33c

All the bike paths are so disjointed. It would be really nice for there to be a network that
connects them all, so that we could go between all the developments in our area (I am in
Tuscany). It would be great to be able to bike to the park on Lake Hazel and then back down
Eagle to Amity. No matter what direction I go out of Tuscany, I run into a section of road with
is so narrow with the cars that it doesn’t feel safe. Thanks for all your work and planning you
are putting into this.

34

A bike/pedestrian lane along Victory rd. would greatly improve safety and allow access to
Victory Middle school.

35

A bike/pedestrian lane on Linder rd. would allow safe access for students from the new
subdivision at Linder/Victory to Victory middle school.

36

It would be great to have a bike lane to go to the Discovery Park. It is dangerous to go with our
kids by bike. The addition of a bike lane on Lake Hazel would make the ride much safer and
push so to ride their more often.
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COMMENT COMMENTS
NO.
37

A lot of housing development are undergoing in this area. We need more bike lanes, curbs
and parks in the area. Bike lanes to other parks in the area and canal sides would be very
useful, for example discovery park and bear creek park.

38

I think that a bike path would fundamental for this street.

39

?

40

There should be a bike path here because it would be a nice place to have a bike path.

40a

Bike path along Amity would really open it up to longer bike rides in the whole area.

41

for the reason that there is a school near by and som people kneed this road to walk to
school or ride their bike there

42

It would be a nice spot to have bikes since it is near a school and kids ride there bikes.

43

I don’t walk on a sidewalk and I don’t ride a bicycle

44

i dont walk

45

There should be a bike path there. Also just because it would be a nice place to go for a walk
and ride aroud.

46

Bike Lanes on Black Cat would help connect S. Meridian to N. Meridian and help cyclist access
the green belt parks and other existing features. Also no freeways (entrances and exits) so the
bikers can get to the green belt faster.

47

People might want to walk to Roaring Springs

48

You might need to ride your bike to get gas‚

49

This road already has a clear location for a sidewalk. This may not lead to many important
locations, but I know I have to go this way for my after school activities. it is always a mess.

50

It would be really nice to be able to have a bike lane near family places, such as Roaring
Springs and Wahooz. That way kids and families could ride bikes into the parking lot instead
of spending hours trying to find a parking spot!
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COMMENT COMMENTS
NO.

51

I run with at least 5 ladies 3 times a week on these south meridian roads. The vehicles drive
to fast for adults to be on the side of the road let alone kids to be walking/biking/running
along these roads. I would love to see a paved bike/walk/running trail that is not along the
main roads. Bike lanes are nice for adults but what about the children? Children make up a
large part of south meridian residents, their needs need to be considered. A safe pathway
needs to exist to make it easy and SAFE to bike/walk/run and to start healthy exercise habits
with children now. The article listed below is the result of not having safe pathways for our
children. Please consider their needs and the health needs of our community as a whole.
https://www.kivitv.com/news/7-year-old-nampa-boy-dead-after-he-was-hit-by-a-car-on-hisbicycle

52

Bike and pedestrian lanes on Amity, Lake Hazel, Locust Grove and Eagle to safely ride
and walk from all subdivisions to the YMCA and all parks surrounding us including the
roundabouts for our protection and the protection of our children.

53

Joggers, bikers and horseback riders are using Lake Hazel. This is very dangerous as the
shoulders are unstable. Please add a Bike line on Lake Hazel between McDermott and
Cloverdale, and we would like to have a connection all the way to downtown Meridian if
possible.

55

It would be helpful to have sidewalks and a bike lane on Lake Hazel from Cloverdale to at
least Discovery Park. There is no way to walk/bike there without being on the shoulder of Lake
Hazel at least part of the time

56

I would love to see more neighborhoods add dedicated paths such as the one in the new
subdivision off of Lake Hazel & Eagle. It gets so much use and it’s safer for kids and pets
to not have to share space with cars. I’d also love to see some coordination between the
neighborhoods so these different paths would all connect together. Ideally with crosswalks!
An active community is a healthy community- but I want it to be safe as well!

57

I know of 3 female running groups that run in the area of Black Cat and Victory Rd. It used
to be safe, but now that there is so much traffic it has become very scary to run along these
roads. When a car comes, the runner must use the sloped shoulders which are often lumpy/
divets/weedy/gravelly - basically unsafe. And I still feel too close to the traffic. A good running
path would be sooooo nice! Question - can pedestrians use the proposed bike paths?

58

I would like to see a crosswalk for pedestrians and bicycling on both sides of Taconic crossing
Eagle Rd. We would like to see bike lanes or sidewalks South on Eagle and then West on
Lake Hazel to get to Discovery Park.As the corner of Amity and Eagle is developed into an
Albertsons and other shops, those of us in the Sky Mesa neighborhood would like to be able
to bike or walk down Eagle to the shopping area.

59

Please add a crosswalk here to connect the trails. Many kids cross here and it’s unsafe for
them.
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60

Between victory and amity on locust grove the streets do not meet up. The sidewalks on high
embankments, that only come down at intersections, meaning that to get from one side to
the other bikers/wakers must either go down a large embankment, go up one, or follow along
on the road from were one side enters to where they can cross. I see highschoolers doing
this every day since there is not a continuous sidewalk on the east side, they ride down to
the west side of the street until the Tuscany entrance, and then ride down the embankment
to cross. I am afraid to have my children do this, so crossing locust grove is the major unsafe
obstacle that makes me unable to let my children ride bikes to school.

61

Visual on Black Cat is very bad from W View Dr. sidewalks will help with this and will be
beneficial for walking from our house anywhere.

62

Columbia road has a high percent of bicyclist who use this road to to connect with Canyon
county. This road also has a high percent of semi’s which make it an unsafe road for
pedestrians and cyclist

63

It would be great to have a path to be able to ride to the new discovery park safely that
connects to the other main paths. Are there plans to be able to connect to the greenbelt even
with bike lanes on major roads? I work downtown and I would ride if there was a way to get
there a little more safely. I’ve wondered if it would be possible to build bike paths adjacent to
all of the canals so they would eventually lead back to the Boise river or Lucky Peak. It would
also be great to have a bike park similar in South Meridian similar to the Boise bike park or
the Eagle Bike park. Thanks for allowing feedback.

64

We need a crosswalk between Green Valley and Tuscany neighborhoods. Every morning I see
kids darting across the street to catch the bus. Depending on the time of year it’s dark out
during school pick up and it’s extremely dangerous. I personally cross this street every day
with my young children and know that very few cars look right before pulling out of Tuscany
and even fewer stop to let pedestrians cross. You can’t even go down to the nearest light/stop
sign because there are no crosswalks there either. The speed limit is very fast and there is a
ton of traffic at certain times of the day, so it takes a really long time to be able to cross.

64a

I completely agree! This area absolutely needs a cross walk before someone gets hit! PLEASE!!

64b

I completely agree! This area absolutely needs a cross walk before someone gets hit! PLEASE!!

65

We need a crosswalk between Green Valley and Tuscany neighborhoods. Every morning I see
kids darting across the street to catch the bus. Depending on the time of year it’s dark out
during school pick up and it’s extremely dangerous. I personally cross this street every day
with my young children and know that very few cars look right before pulling out of Tuscany
and even fewer stop to let pedestrians cross. You can’t even go down to the nearest light/stop
sign because there are no crosswalks there either. The speed limit is very fast and there is a
ton of traffic at certain times of the day, so it takes a really long time to be able to cross.

65a

I completely agree! This area absolutely needs a cross walk before someone gets hit! PLEASE!!
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65b

I walk across this intersection several times a week. It is really dangerous during rush hours
and especially in the winter. There are no street lights and traffic goes fast. Cars pull out of
Tuscany without checking for pedestrians because they don’t expect to see them. Cars also
pull out of Green Valley and don’t see people especially at dark. A pedestrian cross walk would
be so helpful both for walkers and school kids walking to bus stops

66

We need a crosswalk between Green Valley and Tuscany neighborhoods. Every morning I see
kids darting across the street to catch the bus. Depending on the time of year it’s dark out
during school pick up and it’s extremely dangerous. I personally cross this street every day
with my young children and know that very few cars look right before pulling out of Tuscany
and even fewer stop to let pedestrians cross. You can’t even go down to the nearest light/stop
sign because there are no crosswalks there either. The speed limit is very fast and there is a
ton of traffic at certain times of the day, so it takes a really long time to be able to cross.

67

Please add a traffic controlled crosswalk for the kids to cross between Green Valley to the
Tuscany side to catch the buss. Other residents would like it too!

68

Many people park on the sides of Stoddard to use the middle school fields which causes
three problems: if biking you have to ride in the road, difficult to see when pulling out from
Christopher street, young people darting across Stoddard when parked on the east side.
Perhaps a bike lane would discourage this practice (they can park in the park&rsquo;s lot) and
maybe a crosswalk?

69

We need a traffic light controlled crosswalk across Locust Grove so kids can safely use
pathways and bike lanes.

70

This would be another great spot for a traffic light controlled crosswalk across Locust Grove
so kids can safely use pathways and bike lanes.

70a

We really could use a crosswalk here going over locust grove

71

I would love to have good connectivity between all parks and schools. One option could be
a good clear biking / walking path connecting Discovery Park to Renaissance to Mountain
View HS, AND then another good clear biking / walking path connecting Hillsdale Park to
Renaissance to Bear Creek / Victory Middle School. In addition a path between Victory and
Mountain View and a path between Hillsdale and Discovery would complete two large loops.
Ideally pathways could be primarily along water ways so there is less car traffic and is also
more beautiful! Short lateral paths off of these loops to commercial areas would also be
useful.

72

Inter connected bike / walking paths along canals with traffic light controlled cross walks
across major roads would be wonderful in western south meridian. Perhaps connecting
future parks and schools . . .
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74

Many people park on the sides of Stoddard to use the middle school fields which causes
three problems: if biking you have to ride in the road, difficult to see when pulling out from
Christopher street, young people darting across Stoddard when parked on the east side.
Perhaps a bike lane would discourage this practice (they can park in the park’s lot) and maybe
a crosswalk?

75

15 more feet of sidewalk here would go a long way to connect to the existing pathway.

76

It is very unusual that there is a small island of concrete for the crosswalk that doesn’t connect
to the existing sidewalk.

77

I would like sidewalks both sides of lake Hazel from at least Eagle road to 5 mile. Would be
nice to bike in a safe manner to the coffee shop and restaurants.

79

We understand Meridian wants to connect Tuscany path to Victory and realize part of this will
be corrected with the circle. Victory Rd sidewalk starts and stops and unsafe to walk, we love
to walk and any connectivity would be great. Thank you

80

Would like a sidewalk on the north side of victory that connects Eagle Road and Cloverdale

81

The access to Discovery Park by walking or bicycle is dangerous and difficult. Why are newly
developed subdivisions not putting in sidewalks and accessibility points to community places
like the park, i.e. The Keep (no sidewalk along Lake Hazel)?

82

When ACHD chip sealed the street, they repainted the straight parts of the bike lane but
skipped painting the curved broken line merge. This leaves a long gap in the bike lane where
clarity is most needed. Maintaining bike lane makings is just as important as putting them in.

83

Longer regional off street pedestrian and bike paths would improve quality of life in this area.
This stretch of canal at the end of a path is an example. Given the patchwork of isolated
subdivisions and apartment complexes being built, improved use of irrigation easements
are an opportunity to preserve a bit of open space and connect subdivisions for bikes and
pedestrians.

84

There should be a consistent sidewalk on at least one side of the street on all major cross
roads. All the down eagle connecting major subdivisions, as well as all the way down amity
and lake hazel. You should not have to walk/run on the side of the road because it is in
between subdivisions.

85

We need more signs saying this is NOT a pathway along the dirt side of the canal. More and
more people are walking and riding bikes on here everyday and it’s a safety hazard. They
need to use the other paved side.

86

Would absolutely love to have a place to ride mountain bikes and hike hills in South Meridian
like Eagle Bike Park. I also would love to have walking paths that all join together for at least a
10 mile stretch.
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87

I would love to see more walking trails around this area.
Add a flashing cross walk at the future home of Meridian Fire Dept next to discovery park;
with better side walk connections from old side walks to new ones going in.

88

More walking paths: around canals; more paths in general; more connecting paths with
current paths; wider the sidewalk the better especially cause this area is growing and
becoming more and more of a mix use of bikers; walks; runners; strollers; family walks.

The following comments pertained to areas outside the planning area:
•

Please make all canals bike and walking paths. They connect city areas to one another. Tell
the water district to get on board. Do some improvements to the water district so it is a win
win. Maybe get sponsors individual of clubs to sponsor path areas, clean up and maybe even
beautification or work out areas along the path. Think big solar lighting, art call boxes

•

Connecting south meridian bike / walking paths with other city walking paths would be
wonderful. For instance, a path to Peppermint park primarily along canals, or over to the
commercial area by Albertsons at 5 mile and Lake Hazel.

•

We understand Meridian wants to connect Tuscany paths to Victory and realize part of this will
be corrected when the circle goes in, but please we really like to walk and the sidewalk starts
and stops on Victory and it is really unsafe. Anything you can do

Project Prioritization Survey

In July/August 2021 ACHD asked the public to prioritize a list of projects, in part identified through the first
survey, to improve walking and bicycling experiences in South Meridian neighborhoods by participating in
an online survey. Respondents were asked to rank the top three bicycle, sidewalk, and crossing projects
that ACHD should implement.
The ranking survey closed on August 4, 2021.
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Respondents were asked to rate their top three bicycle facility improvement projects. 40 people participated.

Respondents were asked to rate their top three sidewalk improvement projects. 19 people participated.

Respondents were asked to rank their top three pedestrian crossing projects. 24 people participated.
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Additional Comments Received in July/August 2021
ACHD also received the following comments which have not been edited for punctuation, grammar or spelling.

1.

The intersection of Victory and Meridian rd (State 69), north west
corner, need the corner sidewalk completed to allow concrete to
go to the asphalt and to complete the crossing. Currently you must
travel about 50 ft over mud, slope and grass to reach the asphalt of
Hwy 69 from the curved sidewalk from Victory.

2.

Most of the recommended projects are nice to haves without fixing
critical infrastructure that’s an actual safety issue. There’s very
limited opportunities to go north south in south Meridian; most
of these are east-west. ACHD should at least be responsive as to
why projects aren’t being considered; especially bridges without
shoulders. Maybe they’re planned in the future? Otherwise we’re
just being ignored here. Wayfinding won’t help me to get to
destination services

3.

Stop forcing city improvements in rural neighborhoods. If we
wanted the sidewalks and bike lanes we would have purchased a
home in the city.

4.

Dramatic improvements for walking and biking need to be
made along S. Locust Grove Road and Victory Road in particular.
And since there is no current moratorium on building a serious
attention needs to place on more parks, and greenspace including
man made lakes. Meridian has the space and the money, we just
need to the commitment to green space planning. You simply
cannot have too many walking paths, biking paths and parks. It is
what maintains the quality of living. Cohesive biking and walking
paths together with greenbelts and parks are the hallmark of great
planning and the only truly enduring legacy.

5.

Continuous sidewalks on Cloverdale between Victory and Overland
and on Victory between 5-mile and Cloverdale would be great!

6.

Road improvements for South meridian and Kuna Rd. Such a
dangerous intersection. Impossible for bikes, pedestrians.
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ATTACHMENT A

INTEGRATED FIVE-YEAR WORK PLAN
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS PRIORITIZATION – BIKE FACILITY PROJECTS
This method is used to rank bike facility projects contained in the Community Program sections of ACHD’s
Integrated Five-Year Work Plan (IFYWP). For pedestrian facility and crossing projects, please see the separate and
corresponding prioritization methodologies. The method is designed to evaluate projects on all ACHD roadways,
pending direction from the ACHD Commission. A total of 100 points is available for each project. Projects are then
ranked according to the accumulated points.

TECHNICAL CRITERIA
The following is a listing of technical variables that are based on an engineering assessment of projects. A
maximum of 65 points, or 65% of total, is possible from the Technical Criteria section.

T1. REGIONAL LOW-STRESS BIKEWAY NETWORK BUILDOUT
The Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network will provide important connections across neighborhoods that are
suitable for a wide range of people. The regional network will link up local connections to provide access between
neighborhoods and to popular destinations. Therefore, building out the regional network is a priority to ACHD and
projects that build out the network are given highest priority. Projects that augment the regional network by either
connecting to the network or by building out the supporting local network are also awarded points in this
category. It is ACHD’s goal to provide a bike network that is usable to a wide range of people. Only projects that
meet this goal by implementing appropriate facilities, using ACHD’s Bicycle Facility Selection Matrix, are awarded
points in this category (i.e., a project providing a Level 2 facility on a road that should have a Level 3 facility is not
awarded any points).
Points
0
3
6
9
12
15

Criteria
Project recommends a treatment type not in conformance with the facility selection matrix.
Project will provide a Level 2 or 3 facility not connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the
Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network.
Project will provide a Level 1 facility not connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the Regional
Low-Stress Bikeway Network.
Project will provide a Level 2 or 3 facility connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the Regional
Low-Stress Bikeway Network.
Project will provide a Level 1 facility connected to a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the Regional LowStress Bikeway Network.
Project will implement a Low-Stress Bikeway identified in the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway Network.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway map to
determine the possible points. Then, review the proposed project against the Bicycle Facility Selection Matrix to
confirm the appropriate facility type is identified.
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T2. CONNECTIVITY RELATED TO REGIONAL LOW -STRESS BIKEWAY NETWORK
This criterion focuses on creating a complete network by closing gaps, providing new facilities, and/or removing
barriers. Priority is given to projects that connect between routes shown on the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway
Network map.
Points
0
1
3
6
9
12
15

Criteria
Project does not connect/extend any existing or planned routes or low-stress bikeways.
Project will provide a Level 2/3 facility parallel and within 1/2 mile of an existing low-stress bikeway.
Project will provide a Level 1 facility parallel and within 1/4 mile of an existing or future Regional LowStress Bikeway.
Project will provide a Level 2/3 facility parallel and within 1/2 mile of a future Regional Low-Stress
Bikeway.
Project will provide a Regional Low-Stress Bikeway that does not connect to another existing Regional
Low-Stress Bikeway.
Project will provide a Regional Low-Stress Bikeway perpendicular and connecting to an existing
Regional Low-Stress Bikeway.
Project will connect 2 or more existing Regional Low-Stress Bikeway.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the Regional Low-Stress Bikeway map to
determine the possible points. This may be most easily completed in GIS software in order to measure distance.

T3. DISTANCE TO SCHOOL
Projects that provide an appropriate bike network within close proximity to schools (i.e., K-12 schools and
colleges/ universities) are able to serve a high volume of active transportation users and help create safe routes to
schools. For the purposes of this criterion, only public schools will be considered as private schools typically have a
broader geographic pull from areas outside of their immediate vicinity.
Points
0
6
9
12
15

Criteria
No schools within 1.5 mile
>0.5 and <=1.5 miles of a school
>0.25 and <0.5 miles of a school
<=0.25 mile of a school
Project directly connects to a school

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the existing roadway network and school
locations to determine the highest score that would be possible (e.g., if a project directly connects to one school
and is also within 1 mile of another school, the project would receive 20 points). Distance measurements should be
based on the actual travel distance to the school from the project and not on the straight line distance.

T4. DISTANCE TO CIVIC FACILITIES/TRANSIT/COMMERCIAL DESTINATIONS
This criterion focuses on the proximity to popular destinations including commercial areas, major event centers (i.e
stadiums, concert halls, etc), civic facilities, community centers, and transit stops. Civic facilities include libraries,
city halls, museums, and parks.
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Points
0
2
5
10
15

Criteria
Not within 1-mile of identified destinations.
Within 1-mile of one identified destination.
Within ½-mile of one identified destination.
Within ½-mile of two identified destinations.
Within ½-mile of three identified destinations.

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the existing roadway network and a set of
identified commercial destinations (e.g., COMPASS maintains a dataset of identified commercial and civic
destinations, City of Boise Activity Centers). Distance measurements should be based on the actual travel distance
to the destinations from the project and not on the straight line (i.e., “as the crow flies”) distance. This
measurement can be readily accomplished using the Network Analyst extension in ArcMap software.

T6. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Providing a pedestrian facility for people who are dependent on modes of transportation other than vehicles is
very important. The transportation dependent population index (TDPI) is percentage of the transportation
population as a percentage of the overall population. The transportation dependent population includes residents
on a block group level that are over 65 years old, under 18 years old, with income under 200% of the poverty level,
with a disability, and number of households with no vehicles. All census block groups in Ada County were
evaluated.
Points
1
3
4
5

Criteria
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the bottom 25% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 26% - 50% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 51% - 75% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the top 25% of Ada County census block groups

How this category is scored: Review the proposed project against the locations where residents with
transportation dependent characteristics live, as calculated using the transportation dependent population (TDP)
index. This index is calculated for each Census block group in Ada County using data from the most recent
American Community Survey as follows:
TDP Index by Census block group = (Number of residents over 65 years old + number of residents under 18 years
old + number of residents in poverty + (number of Households without vehicle * average number of people in Ada
County household) + number of residents disabled) / Total Population of Ada County
If a proposed project overlaps with more than one Census block group, it is scored based on the Census block
group with the highest TDP index. This analysis may be most easily completed in GIS software.
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PROGRAMMING CRITERIA
The following is a listing of the variable used to calculate the total Programming Points which accounts for 35
points, or 35% of the total project score. These factors measure ACHD’s prior commitments to projects, as well as
factors related to ACHD’s partner agencies.

P1. OTHER FUNDING
Points are based on any available non-ACHD financial resources available to assist in implementing the project.
Complete Community Programs individual applications with signatures showing a commitment from all adjacent
land owners to donate right-of-way for the project is also considered a high priority.
Points
0
2
4
6
8
10

Criteria
No non-ACHD resources available
1% - 10% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
11% - 20% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
21% - 30% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
31% - 40% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available
>40% of project cost in non-ACHD resources available or a complete individual application with
required right-of-way donation

P2. PARTNER AGENCY SUPPORT
Annually ACHD seeks prioritized project requests from its partner agencies at the 6 cities, 3 school districts, and
Ada County. This criterion shows the level of support from these agencies for the identified project.
Points
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Criteria
No partner agency support
Project ranked as #10 or lower priority for a partner agency
Project ranked as #9 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #8 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #7 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #6 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #5 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #4 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #3 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #2 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #1 for a partner agency or project ranked as top 10 priority for more than one agency

P3. NEIGHBORHOOD PLANS
ACHD is continually developing neighborhood plans to identify and prioritize community programs projects of
importance to the public. The programming of these plans shows ACHD’s commitment to implement what the
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public has identified as important. This criterion gives speaks to the identification of projects through these
planning efforts.
Points
0
1
3
5

Criteria
Not identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project partially identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project fully identified in an adopted neighborhood plan, but not prioritized as high priority within that
effort
Project fully identified as a high priority in an adopted neighborhood plan

P4. COST/BENEFIT
ACHD is focused on making improvements that will have the greatest impact that are also fiscally responsible. The
cost/benefit or a project is calculated by the dividing the estimated cost of a project less outside funding (ACHD
Cost of Project) by the technical score. Each project is then ranked from lowest to highest and points given based
on its ranking against other projects.
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝐴𝐶𝐻𝐷 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
=
𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡
𝑇𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
Points
1
4
7
10

Criteria
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the highest quartile
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2nd highest quartile
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2nd lowest quartile
Cost-benefit ratio for the project ranked in the lowest quartile
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INTEGRATED FIVE‐YEAR WORK PLAN
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS PRIORITIZATION – PEDESTRIAN PROJECTS
This method is used to rank pedestrian projects contained in the Community Program sections of ACHD’s
Integrated Five‐Year Work Plan (IFYWP). For bike and crossing projects, please see the separate and corresponding
prioritization methodologies. The method is designed to evaluate projects on all ACHD roadway types. A total of
100 points is available for each project. Projects are then ranked according to the accumulated points.

TECHNICAL CRITERIA
The following is a listing of technical variables that are based on an engineering assessment of projects. A
maximum of 65 points, or 65% of total, is possible from the Technical Criteria section.

T1. AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC
This criterion considers the average daily traffic (ADT) for streets. Streets with higher traffic volumes have a greater
need for safe pedestrian facilities because of higher potential for serious accidents.
Points
0
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

Criteria
0 – 249 ADT
250 – 999 ADT
1,000 – 1,999 ADT
2,000 – 4,999 ADT
5,000 – 9,999 ADT
10,000 – 14,999 ADT
15,000 – 19,999 ADT
20,000 – 24,999 ADT
25,000+ ADT

T2. DISTANCE TO SCHOOL
Projects that provide an appropriate pedestrian facility within close proximity to schools (i.e., K‐12 schools and
colleges/ universities) are able to serve a high volume of active transportation users and help create safe routes to
schools. For the purposes of this criterion, only public schools will be considered as private schools typically have a
broader geographic pull from areas outside of their immediate vicinity.
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Points
0
3
6
9
12
15

Criteria
No schools within 1.5 mile
>1 and <=1.5 miles of a school
>0.5 and <1 miles of a school
>0.25 and <0.5 miles of a school
<=0.25 mile of a school
Project directly connects to a school

T3. EXISTING PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
This criterion considers the existing surfaces that can be utilized by pedestrians. Areas without a sidewalk have the
highest priority. For the purposes of this criteria, an asphalt pathway with separation or shoulder with extruded
curb are counted the same as a sidewalk.
Points
0
1
2
3
4
5

Criteria
Existing pedestrian facilities on both sides of the road
Local or collector road with existing pedestrian facilities on one side of the road
Arterial road with existing pedestrian facilities on one side of the road
Local or collector road with gaps in the pedestrian facilities on both sides of the road
Arterial road with gaps in the pedestrian facilities on both sides of the road
No existing pedestrian facilities on both sides of the road

T4. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) ATTRIBUTES
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires that where pedestrian facilities exist, they be accessible for all
users regardless of if they has a disability or not. Providing a new pedestrian facility where it does not now exist
would expand accessibility, however, it may not forward ACHD’s efforts to bring the pedestrian network into ADA
full compliance. For this reason, this criterion prioritizes existing facilities deemed non‐compliant above new
facilities. Rankings in this category rely on information from ACHD’s Pedestrian Transition Plan (PTP).
Points
0
2
5
8
10

Criteria
Existing pedestrian facilities are ADA compliant
No existing pedestrian facilities
Existing pedestrian facilities are identified as non‐compliant and ranked low priority in the PTP.
Existing pedestrian facilities are identified as non‐compliant and ranked medium priority in the PTP.
Existing pedestrian facilities are identified as non‐compliant and ranked high priority in the PTP.

T5. DISTANCE TO CIVIC FACILITIES/TRANSIT/COMMERCIAL DESTINATION
This criterion focuses on the proximity to popular destinations including large‐scale commercial areas (i.e grocery
stores, malls, etc.), major event centers (i.e stadiums, concert halls, etc), civic facilities, community centers, and
transit stops. Civic facilities include libraries, city halls, museums, and parks.
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Points
0
2
5
10
15

Criteria
Not within ½‐mile of identified destinations.
Within ½‐mile of one identified destination.
Within ¼‐mile of one identified destination.
Within ¼‐mile of two identified destinations.
Within ¼‐mile of three identified destinations.

T6. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Providing a pedestrian facility for people who are dependent on modes of transportation other than vehicles is
very important. The transportation dependent population index (TDPI) is percentage of the transportation
population as a percentage of the overall population. The transportation dependent population includes residents
on a block group level that are over 65 years old, under 18 years old, with income under 200% of the poverty level,
with a disability, and number of households with no vehicles. All census block groups in Ada County were
evaluated.
Points
1
3
4
5

Criteria
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the bottom 25% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 26% ‐ 50% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 51% ‐ 75% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the top 25% of Ada County census block groups
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PROGRAMMING CRITERIA
The following is a listing of the variable used to calculate the total Programming Points which accounts for 35
points, or 35% of the total project score. These factors measure ACHD’s prior commitments to projects, as well as
factors related to ACHD’s partner agencies.

P1. OTHER FUNDING
Points are based on any available non‐ACHD financial resources available to assist in implementing the project.
Complete Community Programs individual applications with signatures showing a commitment from all adjacent
land owners to donate right‐of‐way for the project is also considered a high priority.
Points
0
2
4
6
8
10

Criteria
No non‐ACHD resources available
1% ‐ 10% of project cost in non‐ACHD resources available
11% ‐ 20% of project cost in non‐ACHD resources available
21% ‐ 30% of project cost in non‐ACHD resources available
31% ‐ 40% of project cost in non‐ACHD resources available
>40% of project cost in non‐ACHD resources available or a complete individual application with
required right‐of‐way donation

P2. PARTNER AGENCY SUPPORT
Annually ACHD seeks prioritized project requests from its partner agencies at the 6 cities, 3 school districts, and
Ada County. This criterion shows the level of support from these agencies for the identified project.
Points
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Criteria
No partner agency support
Project ranked as #10 or lower priority for a partner agency
Project ranked as #9 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #8 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #7 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #6 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #5 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #4 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #3 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #2 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #1 for a partner agency or project ranked as top 10 priority for more than one agency

P3. NEIGHBORHOOD PLANS
ACHD is continually developing neighborhood plans to identify and prioritize community programs projects of
importance to the public. The programming of these plans shows ACHD’s commitment to implement what the
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public has identified as important. This criterion gives speaks to the identification of projects through these
planning efforts.
Points
0
1
3
5

Criteria
Not identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project partially identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project fully identified in an adopted neighborhood plan, but not prioritized as high priority within that
effort
Project fully identified as a high priority in an adopted neighborhood plan

P4. COST/BENEFIT
ACHD is focused on making improvements that will have the greatest impact that are also fiscally responsible. The
cost/benefit or a project is calculated by the dividing the estimated cost of a project less outside funding (ACHD
Cost of Project) by the technical score. Each project is then ranked from lowest to highest and points given based
on its ranking against other projects.

Points
1
4
7
10

Criteria
Cost‐benefit ratio for the project ranked in the highest quartile
Cost‐benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2nd highest quartile
Cost‐benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2nd lowest quartile
Cost‐benefit ratio for the project ranked in the lowest quartile
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INTEGRATED FIVE‐YEAR WORK PLAN
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS PRIORITIZATION – PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
This method is used to rank pedestrian crossing projects contained in the Community Program sections of ACHD’s
Integrated Five‐Year Work Plan (IFYWP). For bike and pedestrian facility projects, please see the separate and
corresponding prioritization methodologies. The method is designed to evaluate projects on all ACHD roadways,
pending direction from the ACHD Commission. A total of 100 points is available for each project. Projects are then
ranked according to the accumulated points.

TECHNICAL CRITERIA
The following is a listing of technical variables that are based on an engineering assessment of projects. A
maximum of 65 points, or 65% of total, is possible from the Technical Criteria section.

T1. AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC
This criterion considers the average daily traffic (ADT) for streets. Streets with higher traffic volumes have a greater
need for safe pedestrian crossings because of higher potential for serious accidents. The ADT for the primary street
to be crossed is to be evaluated against this criterion.
Points
0
2
4
6
8
10

Criteria
0 – 4,999 ADT
5,000 – 8,999 ADT
9,000 – 11,999 ADT
12,000 – 14,999 ADT
15,000 – 19,999 ADT
20,000+ ADT

T2. DISTANCE TO SCHOOL
Projects that provide an appropriate pedestrian crossing within close proximity to schools (i.e., K‐12 schools and
colleges/ universities) are able to serve a high volume of active transportation users and help create safe routes to
schools. For the purposes of this criterion, only public schools will be considered as private schools typically have a
broader geographic pull from areas outside of their immediate vicinity.
Points
0
3

Criteria
No schools within 1.5 mile
>1 and <=1.5 miles of a school
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6
9
12
15

>0.5 and <1 miles of a school
>0.25 and <0.5 miles of a school
<=0.25 mile of a school
Project directly connects to a school

T3. CROSSING DISTANCE
This criterion considers the number of lanes a pedestrian must cross before reaching the other side of the
roadway. Wider roadways provide more potential conflict points of exposure for the pedestrian and therefore
enhanced crossing treatments would be a higher priority on these facilities.
Points
1
3
4
5

Criteria
Crossing on a 2 lane roadway
Crossing on a 3 lane roadway
Crossing on a 4 lane roadway
Crossing on a 5 or more lane roadway

T4. SPEED LIMITS
There is a higher likelihood of severe injury or fatality in crashes occurring where vehicles are travelling at a higher
rate of speed. Pedestrian crossing enhancements are intended to draw attention to and provide some level of
protection for pedestrians.
Points
3
7
11
15

Criteria
Crossing of a roadway with a 20 MPH posted speed limit
Crossing of a roadway with a 25 MPH posted speed limit
Crossing of a roadway with a 30 MPH posted speed limit
Crossing of a roadway with a 35 MPH or higher posted speed limit

T5. DISTANCE TO CIVIC FACILITIES/TRANSIT/COMMERCIAL DESTINATIONS
This criterion focuses on the proximity to popular destinations including large‐scale commercial areas (i.e grocery
stores, malls, etc.), major event centers (i.e stadiums, concert halls, etc), civic facilities, community centers, and
transit stops. Civic facilities include libraries, city halls, museums, and parks.
Points
0
2
5
10
15

Criteria
Not within ½‐mile of identified destinations.
Within ½‐mile of one identified destination.
Within ¼‐mile of one identified destination.
Within ¼‐mile of two identified destinations.
Within ¼‐mile of three identified destinations.
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T6. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Providing a pedestrian facility for people who are dependent on modes of transportation other than vehicles is
very important. The transportation dependent population index (TDPI) is percentage of the transportation
population as a percentage of the overall population. The transportation dependent population includes residents
on a block group level that are over 65 years old, under 18 years old, with income under 200% of the poverty level,
with a disability, and number of households with no vehicles. All census block groups in Ada County were
evaluated.
Points
1
3
4
5

Criteria
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the bottom 25% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 26% ‐ 50% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI between 51% ‐ 75% of Ada County census block groups
Serves census block group with a TDPI in the top 25% of Ada County census block groups
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PROGRAMMING CRITERIA
The following is a listing of the variable used to calculate the total Programming Points which accounts for 35
points, or 35% of the total project score. These factors measure ACHD’s prior commitments to projects, as well as
factors related to ACHD’s partner agencies.

P1. OTHER FUNDING
Points are based on any available non‐ACHD financial resources available to assist in implementing the project.
Complete Community Programs individual applications with signatures showing a commitment from all adjacent
land owners to donate right‐of‐way for the project is also considered a high priority.
Points
0
2
4
6
8
10

Criteria
No non‐ACHD resources available
1% ‐ 10% of project cost in non‐ACHD resources available
11% ‐ 20% of project cost in non‐ACHD resources available
21% ‐ 30% of project cost in non‐ACHD resources available
31% ‐ 40% of project cost in non‐ACHD resources available
>40% of project cost in non‐ACHD resources available or a complete individual application with
required right‐of‐way donation

P2. PARTNER AGENCY SUPPORT
Annually ACHD seeks prioritized project requests from its partner agencies at the 6 cities, 3 school districts, and
Ada County. This criterion shows the level of support from these agencies for the identified project.
Points
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Criteria
No partner agency support
Project ranked as #10 or lower priority for a partner agency
Project ranked as #9 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #8 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #7 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #6 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #5 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #4 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #3 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #2 for a partner agency
Project ranked as #1 for a partner agency or project ranked as top 10 priority for more than one agency

P3. NEIGHBORHOOD PLANS
ACHD is continually developing neighborhood plans to identify and prioritize community programs projects of
importance to the public. The programming of these plans shows ACHD’s commitment to implement what the
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public has identified as important. This criterion gives speaks to the identification of projects through these
planning efforts.
Points
0
1
3
5

Criteria
Not identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project partially identified in an adopted neighborhood plan
Project fully identified in an adopted neighborhood plan, but not prioritized as high priority within that
effort
Project fully identified as a high priority in an adopted neighborhood plan

P4. COST/BENEFIT
ACHD is focused on making improvements that will have the greatest impact that are also fiscally responsible. The
cost/benefit or a project is calculated by the dividing the estimated cost of a project less outside funding (ACHD
Cost of Project) by the technical score. Each project is then ranked from lowest to highest and points given based
on its ranking against other projects.

Points
1
4
7
10

Criteria
Cost‐benefit ratio for the project ranked in the highest quartile
Cost‐benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2nd highest quartile
Cost‐benefit ratio for the project ranked in the 2nd lowest quartile
Cost‐benefit ratio for the project ranked in the lowest quartile

